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Abstract

The Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) uses a photocathode ff gun to
provide a high-brightness electron beam intended for FEL and laser-acceleration exper-

1 cells driven at 2856 MHz in _r-mode with a maximumiments. The ff gun consists of 1
cathode field of 100 MV/m. To achieve long lifetimes, the photocathode development
concentrates on robust metals such as copper, yttrium and samarium. We illuminate
these cathodes with a 10-ps, frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser. We describe the
initial ope,,'ation of the gun, including measurements of tr_,nsverse and ,ongitudinal
emittance, quantum efficiencies, and peak current. These results are compared to
models.
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1. Introduction

There axe severxl important applications in which the brightness of electron beams
is a paramount consideration. Two applications which come immediately to mind axe
high-luminosity linear colliders and free-electron lasers.

A common requirement for these programs is the need for electron beams com-
bining high-peak current with very small transverse and longitudinal emittances. At
the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility we axe devoting substantial resources to the
production and understanding of electron beams that have these attributes.

The ultimate aim is to provide a source of electrons with as high a brightness
as possible• Beam brightness is defined as the ratio of the beam peak current to the
product of the horizontal and vertical normalized rms emittances:

B= Ip
E N ,zE N ,y

We feel that the issues of producing high-brightness electron beams can be best
addressed with an rf gun that contains a laser-illuminated photocathode. Our rf gun
program is based on the pioneering work at Stanford [1], where the first rf gun was
developed, and Los Alamos [2], where a photocathode was first installed in an rf gun.

2. Description of the BNL RF Gun

The Brookhaven rf gun [3] is a 1½ cell, side-coupled structure operating at 2.856
GHz (see Fig. 1). A design goal is to achieve a gain in beam brightness by minimizing
the emittance of the electron beam. Two effects dominate to cause growth in emittance
beyond the thermal emittance of the electrons at the photocathode itself. These effects
are the dynamics of the interaction of the electrons with the rf fields in the gun and
the emittance growth caused by the self-fields of the electrons.

Emittance growth due to the rf dynamics can be controlled by ensuring that non-
linear transverse components of the rf fields are minimized. This is accomplished by
placing relatively thick disks between cells and adjusting the diameter of the apertures
so as to minimize nonlinear transverse components. Note that since we use a Tr-mode
for acceleration, the rf fields axe near a minimum when the particles traverse the
apertures.

The strategy used to control emittance growth due to the self-fields of the electrons
is to operate the gun so that the electrons are launched in a high-gradient accelerating
field. Once the electrons are relativistic, emittance growth due to space charge becomes
more manageable. The BNL rf gun has been designed to operate with a 100-MV/m
peak accelerating gradient at the cathode. Three design features ensure this: (1) the
2.856-GHz operating frequency, (2) the relatively low peak-wall field to peak-axial field

1 cell to ensure that the particles are launched nearratio (1.18 to 1), and (3) an initial
peak accelerating gradients.

The rf gun has a photocathode "nstalled on the back plane of the half cell. At
Brookhaven, we are concentrating our photocathode I_&D on metals, such as yttrium,
samarium and copper, because metals should provide the robustness necessary for
continuous operations over long periods. Copper is particularly attractive, because it
allows for the possibility of constructing a simple, all-copper cavity.
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A consequence of the choice of these metals is the fieed for ultraviolet laser light
to excite the photocathode. For copper, the 4.3-eV work function lies just below
the 4.66-eV energy of frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG (266 nm), and so provides a
small intrinsic thermal emittance. The quantum efficiency can be 10-4 . At the same
wavelength, yttrium and samarium can have quantum efficiencies up to 10 -3, but the
3-eV work function can lead to a higher thermal emittance. Thus, with over 100
#J of UV light available, we can extract over 10 nC from an yttrium or samarium
cathode. Our design calls for a 1-nC micropulse with a 6-ps (FWHM) pulse length,
thus yielding a peak current of 160 A. If we choose to focus onto a 3-mm-radius spot
on the photocathode, this corresponds to 560 A/cm 2 issuing from the mrface, well
within the capabilities of these materials [4].

3. Description of the Nd:YAG laser sy,tem

The photocathode laser system is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the key parameters are
listed in Table 1. A Spectra-Physics model 3400 CW mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator

(1064 nm) produces a pulse train with a spacing of 12.25 ns (81.6 MHz), every 35th
rf period of the gun and linac. A Lightwave Electronics series 1000 timing stabilizer
[5] reduces timing jitter of the laser pulses to 1 ps with respect to the rf. The 80-ps
oscillator pulses are frequency chirped in 200 m of single-mode optical fiber. A pulsed,
regenerative amplifier [6] then selects, amplifies, and compresses a single pulse from
the train. The selection is accomplished by a Pockels cell inside the amplifier cavity.
After 12 passes through the Nd:YAG rod, the pulse is extracted by a second Pockels
cell. The bandwidth of the amplifier rod is narrower than the chirp from the fiber;
consequently, only the middle of the pulse is amplified and the output is expected to
be compressed to 12 ps (FWHM). Frequency quadrupling reduces the ultruviolet pulse
width to 6 ps (FWHM). Up to 300 #J of ultraviolet has been incident on the cathode,
focused to spot sizes ranging from 0.2 to 1.2 mm.

Table 1 Nd:YAG Laser Parameters

Design Achieved

IR Energy, mJ 10 10
UV Energy, _J 50 300
IR Pulse length (FWHM), ps 12 20
Pulse timing jitter, ps < 3 1

4 Rep. Rate, Hz 6 6

J This system will be extended to amplify a train of 1 to 100 pulses with a spacing
of 24.5 ns. This will permit operation of the ATF FEL oscillator [7], which requires a
train of electron bunches rather than a single bunch.
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4. Operation of the RF Gun

Operation of the rf gun with the Nd:YAG la_er system began in November, 1990.
We have operated for an integrated run time of _ 700 hours with a single copper
photocathode. The rf gun has been let up to air twice during this period and we find
that after a subsequent bakeout, conditioning the gun to peak fields recuires ,_ 8 hours.
During normal resumption of operations without a vacuum break, reconditioning is
minimal. The vacuum in the gun is typically _ 10-9 Torr before rf power is introduced
and goes to _ 10-s Torr during operation of the gun.

Under special running conditions with a reduced laser spot size we have exceeded
the damage threshold on copper (verified visually after cathode removM) but have not
experienced any noticeable adverse effects during subsequent operation of the rf gun.
This confirms the robustness of an rf gun with metal cathodes.

The peak momentum achieved to date is 4.6 MeV/c, with 6.2 MW of rf power in
the gun. This output momentum corresponds to a peak-axial electric field in the rf
gun of 98 MV/m, which is nearly our design value of 100 MV/m.

The measurement of the transverse emittance of the electron beam is done at

either profile monitors 1 and 2 for the momentum-dispersed beam (see Fig. 3) or
profile monitors 3 and 4 for the momentum-recombined beam. For the momentum-
dispersed beam, we can only measure the vertical emittance. These results, however,
more nearly represent the emittance of the beam as produced by the gun, whereas
measurements at monitors 3 and 4 include any growl;h in the transverse emittance
due to the injection system.

The transverse emittance is analysed by one of two methods. The quadrupole
variation method entails vaxying the strength of a quadrupole preceeding an i:ldividual
profile monitor and observing the corresponding variations in the spot size on that
monitor. Figure 4 shows an example of data collected in this manner.

An alternative method consists of focusing the beam on one profile monitor, mea-
suring the resulting spot size of the focused beam, and then observing the beam spot
on the companion monitor without readjusting the beam optics. The emittance is
obtained by

o and o'_, - (o"_ o2 2(_n --7 dry O'y,, y- dry )/Ldrif t ,

0 and ay are respectively the focused and unfocusedwhere the measured quantities cTU
mis profile widths; %, is the inferred divergence of the beam and Ldnft is the known
drift distance between the two profile monitor screens. Note that the roles of the two
companion monitors can be reversed, thus giving two independent measurements of
th_ emittance. The measurement also has the convenient property of being free of
interpretation since knowledge of the characteristics of the quadrupoles in the beam
line is not required in order to extract the emittance from the measurements.

The longitudinal structure of the electron pulse is an important beam parameter
which, along with the charge, determines the peak current of the beam. This longi-
tudinal profile, which is measured by means of an rf kicker cavity installed before the
first dipole (see Fig. 3), gives the length of the electron pulses as they leave the rf
gun. This kicker operates at 2856 MHz and provides a vertical displacement propor-
tional to time, which can be observed at either the momentum slit (located between
elements Q4 and Q5) or profile monitor 1. The resolution of this measurement system
approaches 1 ps.
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Table 2 shows the results of the most recent measurements of the parameters of

the electron beam from the rf gun. Both the peak current and the beam brightness
axe the results of measurements taken at one occasion and are not obtained using

best results for the other parameters. The 2 nC electron beam was measured at the
momentum slit when the copper photocathode was illuminated with 170 #J of 266 nm
laser light. This yields a collection efficiency (quantum efficiency × beam transport
efficiency) of 0.6 × 10-4.

Table 2 BNL RF GuN Results to Date

Design Achieved

Energy, MeV 4.6 4.6

Repetition rate, Hz 6 6

Electron pulse charge, nC 1.0 2.0

Electron pulse length, rms, ps 2.5 4.9

Peak Current, A 160 133

Energy spread, rms, % 0.3 0.4

Emittance (Tatar,), 7r m-rad 7 X 10 -6 4 X 10 -6

Beam Brightness, A/m 2 3 x 1012 7 x 1012

5. Comparison with Models

Figure 5 shows results of measuring the energy of the electrons ejected from the rf
gun as a function of the input rf power. The measured shunt impedance is 50 Mf//m
(without transit time) compared to a SUPERFISH predicted value of 57 M_/m.

The principal modelling tool used at BNL for studies of the beam dynamics of
the rf gun is PARMELA. We show in Fig. 6 a plot of the measured electron beam
momentum versus the rf phase at which the laser beam strikes the photocathode. The
solid line represents the PARMELA predictions.

Our measured rms emittance of 4 _r mm-mrad is lower than the PAR.MELA pre-

diction (with space charge included) by a factor of 2. We find, however, that other
codes such as MAGIC IS] tend to give results [9] similar to our observations.

With a streak camera, we have measured the a_plified IR laser pulse length to
be typically 20 ps (FWHM) which implies a UV pulse length of 10 ps (FWHM). This
agrees well with our low-charge beam length measurement of a, = 4.9 ps. Further
measurements of a 2 nC electron beam indicate that the pulse length has increased to
aT = 6 ps. PAttMELA calculations give a bunch lengthening of 25% per nC of bunch
charge in this regime.



6. Conclusions

Our initial operation of the BNL rf gun has shown that our design goals for key
beam parameters, including peak current and brightness, can be meet with the instal-
lation of a copper photocathode. Further, we note that the use of copper provides great
mechanical and chemical stability to the gun and will allow for great simplifications
in future rf gun designs.
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